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Abstract 
The problem of lifting automorphisms of a (fairly arbitrary) topological space to automor- 
phisms of a covering space is studied by means of voltage groups. To this end we introduce 
some required background results regarding roup actions and covering spaces. 
I. Introduction 
There has recently been an increasing interest in lifting automorphisms of a topo- 
logical space X to automorphisms of a covering space )( - -  in the context of graph- 
coverings and regular maps on surfaces in particular [1,6,7,10-12, 14,17,22,26]. The 
common motivation behind these papers is either to 'lift certain global properties' (if 
the covering is regular such that the full automorphism group lifts, then the covering 
graph inherits all the symmetry properties of the base graph), or to count the iso- 
morphism classes of certain graph-coverings. Similar considerations in a more general 
setting, namely that of graph-bundles, have also been considered [14,24]. A reason 
for studying such liftings comes from diverse motivations also in topology [2,5,29], 
in the study of graphs having polynomial growth [8,19,25], in the study of half- 
transitive graphs [18] and probably many others. In particular, the lifting of groups 
represents a natural 'geometric' background for the theory of group extensions ince 
any abstract extension K ~ E ~ Q can be realized, up to isomorphism of extensions, 
as a lifting of the group Q to the group E with respect o some regular covering 
projection [16], 
In terms of fundamental groups, the necessary and sufficient condition for an auto- 
morphism to have a lift is generally known [21]. However, since graph-coverings (as 
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well as maps on surfaces) are usually constructed and studied combinatorially b  means 
of voltage assignments [9], it is natural to consider the lifts of automorphisms in terms 
of voltage assignments as well. This has been the approach in all the above-mentioned 
papers regarding raph-coverings and maps on surfaces; either the permutation voltage 
assignments or, in the regular covering case, the ordinary (here called regular) voltage 
assignments have been used. 
Since these kinds of liftings are frequently encountered in very diverse contexts, it 
seems appropriate to give a unified combinatorial pproach, generalized to arbitrary 
topological spaces (where by arbitrary we mean that the spaces in question satisfy 
the minimal assumptions which are standard in the theory of covering spaces). This 
implies that the unified concept of a voltage assignment in a general topological set- 
ting has to be defined in the first place, and it is a matter of concrete applications 
whether this combinatorialisation has some sense at all. This is indeed so for a large 
enough class of spaces, namely the CW-complexes. If, in cases like graphs or maps 
on surfaces, the spaces themselves are represented in some combinatorial way and 
if coverings are regarded from a purely combinatorial point of view, it is a mat- 
ter of simple reinterpretation to derive the corresponding combinatorial theorems. The 
study of the lifting problem addressed here is in terms of representing the standard 
action of the fundamental group by the action of a voltage group on an abstract fi- 
bre. (In this respect, our approach differs from those above.) Hand in hand with this, 
certain basic facts about group actions are briefly developed. For more details on 
lifting groups and group actions we refer the reader to [15,16]. As for graphs, the 
topology-free approach which is analoguous to the methods of this paper can be found 
in [20]. 
2. Group actions 
2.1. General nonstandard notation 
By SymrX and SymlX we denote the right and the left symmetric group, i.e., the 
set of all bijections on a nonempty set X with left-right and right-left composition, 
respectively. (Except for the group SymrX, all functions are composed in a right-left 
fashion.) Let G be a group and H<~K<~G subgroups. By aK ~l H and Ka tr H we 
denote an arbitrary left and right transversal of H within aK and Ka, respectively. 
By G we denote an arbitrary representative in the isomorphism class of G, and if H 
is normal, then qa, I4:G ~ G/H denotes an arbitrary epimorphism with kernel H. Let 
G and G' be isomorphic groups with given isomorphic subgroups H <~ G, H'<~ G'. By 
Inv,~,H,(G, G') we denote the (possibly empty) set of isomorphisms G ~ G I taking H 
onto H I. In particular, Inv/tG~<Aut G is the subgroup of automorphisms for which H 
is invariant. Let H and i_/i be normal subgroups. Then InvH, H,(G,G/) is nonempty if 
and only if G and G / are isomorphic as extensions of H and H ~, respectively, and 
there is an associated function #:Invtc,14,(G,G')--~Iso(G/H,G'/H ') defined (relative 
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to fixed chosen epimorphisms qG, H and qG',H') by the commutativity of the diagram 
0 
G ~ G' 
qG, H 1 + qa'.14' 
G/H , G'/H'. 
(We prefer not to use any subscripts with # for simplicity.) In particular, let ff ~< InvH G. 
Then there is a group homomorphism # :fq~ff# ~<Aut G/H, defined by O#qa,z4=qG, HO. 
2.2. Equivariance, invariance, induced action and monodromy 
We shall consider the category Actr of right actions. Its objects are sets together 
with groups acting on them from the right, and its morphisms are pairs of set functions 
and group homomorphisms ( f ,  0): (X, G, .) ~ (Y,H, ,), f (x .  g) = fx,O9, with compo- 
nentwise composition. Given a homomorphism 0, the set of functions f :X ~ Y such 
that ( f ,  0) : (X, G, .) ~ (Y,H, , )  is a morphism in Actr is denoted by Hom0(X, Y)G,~/,.,*. 
The set Homf(G,H)  x,r,,* is defined similarly. To simplify the notation we explicitly 
write the dot sign(s) indicating the action only if necessary (when the same group 
acts on the same set in 'different ways', that is representing different objects in Act,). 
The same remark applies to stabilizers Gx and the pointwise stabilizer Gx. Further, 
we suppress the repetition of symbols as well as the identity function. When writing 
Iso and Aut instead of Horn, the meaning is self-explanatory. There are two kinds 
of morphisms in Act, that deserve special attention. First, the equivariant morphisms 
( f ,  id), together with the equivariant group of the action, Aut(X)a. Second, the invari- 
ant morphisms (id, 0), together with the invariant group of the action, Aut(G) x. (To 
encounter the expression 'invariant' in different contexts hould cause no confusion.) 
Note that invariant epimorphisms formalize the intuitive notion of 'groups, acting in 
the same way on a given set'. See also [27]. The proof of the next proposition is 
immediate and is omitted. 
Proposition 2.1. Let b :X--~ Y be a b(jection and c~: G---~H a group epimorphism. 
Suppose G acts on X. Then there exists an induced action of H on Y such that (b,q~) 
is a morphism in Aetr if and only if Ker qb ~< Gx. This action is uniquely defined by 
y.  h = b(b- ly  • g), where g E O-lh is arbitrary. 
In particular, there is a unique equivariantly induced action (b, id): (X, G)~ (Y, G), 
and a unique invariantly induced action (id, ck):(X,G)---~(X,H ). Similarly, (b, id): 
(X,H)--*(Y,H), (id, q~):(Y,G)--~(Y,H), and (b,49)=(b, id)(id, dp)=(id, c~)(b, id). 
Hence H acts on Y 'in the same way, modulo relabeling' as G on X. An arbitrary 
representative G/Gx is conveniently denoted by Mon G and called the monodromy 
group. It is easy to see that the induced action of Mon G has the following universal 
property. 
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Proposition2.2. Let (b, qb) : (X ,G)~(Y ,H)  be an epimorphism in Actr where 
b is a bijection. Then (X, MonG)~(Y,  MonH), and there is a unique morphism 
(b- 1, ~b') : ( Y, H)  --~ (X, Mon G) such that (id, qG, 6x ) = (b- 1, c~')(b, c~). 
Therefore, Mon G is the 'smallest' group that acts 'in the same way as G, mod- 
ulo relabeling'. Its canonical representative is the permutation group obtained by an 
arbitrary bijective labeling ~:X ~ L and a homomorphism G ~ G ~< Symr L defined by 
9: i~-~((E -l i" g). Throughout, he bar notation will consistently be used to denote the 
permutation representation. 
2.3. Admissibility of group isomorphisms 
Let the isomorphic groups G and G ~ act, respectively, on sets X and X t of equal 
cardinality. A group isomorphism O:G ~ G ~ is called admissible (with respect to 
given actions) if Iso0(X,X')G,c, is nonempty. For instance, any inner automorphism 
~ka(9) =aga -1 is admissible for the action of G since fa(X)=x" a -1 meets the require- 
ment. 
Theorem 2.3. Let the groups G and H act transitively on sets X and Y, respectively, 
and let xoEX. Then there exists a morphism (X,G)--~(Y,H) in Aetr i f  and only if 
there exists a group homomorphism O: G---+H such that, for some y E Y, we have 
OGxo <~Hy. 
In particular, let the isomorphic groups G and G ~ act transitively, respectively, 
on sets X and X ~ of equal cardinality. Then a given isomorphism 0 : G ~ G ~ is ad- 
missible if and only if OGxo :-G~x , for some x ~ EX'. Moreover, there is a bijective 
correspondence between {x' EX'  I OGx o = G~x , } and ISoo(X,X')G,G,. 
Proof. If ( f ,  O) : (X, G) ~ (Y,H), then clearly OGxo <~Hfxo. Conversely, let OGxo <<.Hyo 
for some y0 E Y. Since G acts transitively and since OGxo <~Hyo we have that fy0(X0 • g) 
= Y0" 09 is a well defined function fy0 :X~ Y. Obviously, (fy0,0) is a morphism in 
Actr. This proves the first part. 
As for the second part, it is clear that OGxo = G)x o if ( f ,  0) is an isomorphism. Con- 
versely, let 0 be a group isomorphism with OGxo --- G'x~ for some x~ EX ~. Then the func- 
tion fx~ as defined above is onto since G' is transitive and 0 is an isomorphism. Also, 
from fx~(Xo "gl ) = fx;(Xo" g2) it follows that x~. O(glg21 ) =x~. Hence gig21 E Gxo, and 
f~g is indeed a bijection. Therefore, 0 is admissible. 
Note that x' ~ fx, defines a function {x' EX'  I OGxo = G'x,} ~ Isoo(X,Y')a,a, which 
is onto. Let fx( = fx~. By taking g = 1 in x' 1 • Og =x~. 09 we get x~ =x~. Therefore, 
x ' ~ fx, is a bijection. This completes the proof. [] 
It is clear how to modify Theorem 2.3 if the groups are not transitive. As an im- 
mediate corollary it follows that two transitive G-actions on sets X and X ~ of equal 
cardinality are equivariantly isomorphic if and only if Gxo,. and Gxo,* are conjugate 
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subgroups; this can be paraphrased by saying that a transitive action is defined, uniquely 
up to an equivariant isomorphism, by a conjugacy class of subgroups. Next, if G ~ G' 
are transitive on sets X and X' of equal cardinality, respectively, and if Gxo is a charac- 
teristic subgroup, then either no isomorphism G --~ G' is admissible, or all of them are. 
The following theorem is of theoretic interest and sometimes of practical significance 
as well (see Section 4). 
Theorem 2.4. Let the isomorphic groups G and G' act transitively on sets X and 
X'  of equal cardinality, respectively, and let O: G ~ G' be an admissible isomor- 
phism such that OGxo = go'-X~'Crx;g o.' Define f~,,o(xo.g)=X~o.a'Og, where a'EN(G',o)go: ' 
Then 
Isoo(X,X')G,G, = {f~,,o[a' E N(Gx~)g; ~rr Gxt; }. 
Similarly, let - l  , 0 (Gx~)-=goGxogo 1. Then ISOo(X,X')G,G, is given by fa, o(xo'g)= 
! _ _  X~o.O(a9), where aEgoN(Gxo) tl Gxo. Hence IIsoo(X,X')G,G,I=[N(G~x;):G';]- 
[N(Gxo):Gxo]. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.3, a bijection f r lsoo(X,X')6,6,  can be written as f (xo .g )= 
X~o" Og, where G~ = g~-i Gx~ g~. If X'o = x~. a', then a'-lG'x~a' = G~, ° = g'o -1Gtx,og~o if and 
only if a' EN(Gx'~)g ~. Clearly, a' l and a~ give rise to the same function if and only if 
they belong to the same coset of G'~. For the alternative form, write Oa = a', Ogo = g~o 
and use the fact that 0 -1 maps the right cosets of Gx~ within N(Gx~)g~ to left cosets 
of Gxo within goN(Gxo). [] 
2.4. Transferring admissibility to smaller objects 
We frequently need to consider the admissibility of isomorphisms on 'smaller' ob- 
jects, each representing its corresponding original action (see Section 4). The proof of 
the next proposition follows directly from the definitions. Note that, for a reason to be 
explained below, the function InvOx,Gx, (G, G') --+ Iso(Mon G, Mon G') is denoted by 
instead of by #. 
Proposition 2.5. Let the isomorphic groups G and G' act, respectively, on sets X 
and X'  of equal cardinality, and let O: G--* G' be an isomorphism. Further, let 
(b, ~b): (X, G) --* (Y,H) and (b', ~b'): (X', G') -~ (Y',H') be epimorphisms in Ae% where 
b and b' are bijections. 
(a) Suppose 0 E InVK, K,( G, G'), where K = Ker ~b, K' = Ker q~'. Then 0 is admissible 
if and only if 0 # :H -~ H' is admissible. Moreover, ISOo(X,X')G,C, = b ' -1  Iso0~ 
(Y, Y')H,H'b. 
(b) 0 is admissible if and only if 0 E InVGx,G~, (G, G') and 0 ~ : Mon H -+ Mon H' is 
admissible. 
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We explicitly mention some obvious special cases and consequences of 
Proposition 2.5. Let (b, ~b): (X, G)~ (Y,H) be an epimorphism in Aetr with b a bijec- 
tion. Then the equivariant automorphisms of (X, G) can be studied on (Y,H). Likewise, 
it is easy to see that questions related to inner automorphisms of G can be transferred 
to questions about inner automorphisms of H. However, this is not the case in general 
and we invite the reader to find concrete xamples. There exist isomorphic (nonisomor- 
phic) actions which are represented by nonisomorphic (isomorphic) 'smaller' objects. 
Also, isomorphic actions can have isomorphic 'smaller' objects such that no admissible 
isomorphism can be 'projected'. However, admissible isomorphisms do 'project' to ad- 
missible isomorphisms between the monodromies. This is one of the major advantages 
of using the monodromy - -  notice the subtle difference in assumptions in (a) and (b) 
above. 
By Theorem 2.3, the admissibility problem and the 'construction' of Isoo(X,X')G,c, 
is reduced to testing how the stabilizer(s) is (are) mapped - -  which can be inconve- 
nient in many instances even if sets are finite and groups finitely generated if not finite 
as well (see the remark following Theorem 4.2). Transferring admissibility to 'smaller 
objects' is not satisfactory in general and we are still faced with the same problem on 
'smaller objects'. It is slightly more convenient to actually use the permutation repre- 
sentation. By simply rewriting the equation f (x .  g) = f (x ) .  Og we obtain the following 
proposition. 
Proposition 2.6. Let the isomorphic groups G and G' act on sets X and X'  of equal 
cardinality, respectively, and let G, G' ~ G, O ~< Sym rL be their permutation repre- 
sentations with respect o bijective labelings E, E' :X,X ~ ---~L in some common labeling 
set L. Then a given isomorphism 0: G ~ G r is admissible if and only if the following 
system of equations 
j .~=~.Og,  gcG,  
has a solution in SymrL. Moreover, the assignment f~--*zf, where zf = ~fE  -~, es- 
tablishes a bijective correspondence between Isoo(X,X~)o,o, and the set of solutions 
of the above system. 
If groups are finitely generated, then the above system is finite since we only need 
to consider the generators. Hence if sets X and X' are also finite, Isoo(X, Xt)6,6, can 
actually be constructed. The 'ugly part' is, clearly, the time-complexity required to 
find all the solutions of the above system (apart from the fact that we also need to 
'construct' he generators of G and G' if these are not given already). 
2.5. Automorphisms of actions 
Without proof we briefly outline some results of [15] for later reference in Sections 4 
and 5. Let (~ ~< Aut G be an admissible group of automorphisms for the action of a 
group G on a set X. Then Aut~(X)a--Uo~Auto(X)6 is obviously a group. It is 
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of interest, both theoretical and practical, to study the structure and the left action of 
Aut~(X)6 in terms of certain subgroups of G and f#, in particular if G is transitive. 
For instance, from Theorem 2.4 it follows that the equivariant group can be ex- 
pressed as Aut(X)G={£l f~(xo 'g)=xo'ag,  aCN(Gx 0) tr G~0}. Since a~f~ is an 
epimorphism N(Gxo)~ Aut(X)6 with kernel Gxo, we have Aut(X)G ~N(Gx0 )/Gxo. This 
is well known. It is not hard to see that Aut~(X)6 is an extension of Aut(X)6 by the 
group ff~ ~ ff/(ff A Aut(G)X). Moreover, if ~ ~< Inv6,0 G (which is the most important 
case), then this extension is split. (See Section 5 for an application.) We also remark 
that if the action of G is represented by a 'smaller object' (b, 49) : (X, G) ~ (Y,H) 
and if the admissibility of ff can be transferred to (4# as in Proposition 2.5, then 
there is an isomorphism Aut~(X)G~AUt~,(Y)H which takes Aut(X)6 onto 
Aut(Y)H. 
As for the left action of Aut~(X)G, the following holds: the stabilizer of x EX 
is isomorphic to the group (~NlnvcG)/(~gNAut(G) x)  and, clearly, Aut~(X)c acts 
transitively, by Theorem 2.3, if and only if ~ acts transitively on the conjugacy 
class Con Gxo. We also mention the following trivial fact to be explicitly used in 
Section 4. 
Proposition 2.7. Let the group G act transitively on a set X. Then the left action of 
the equivariant group Aut(X)G is semiregular. 
3. Coverings, combinatorially 
3.1. The action of the fundamental grupoid 
Let p :X ~X be a covering projection of topological spaces, where 3( is connected 
and X is path-connected, locally path-connected and semi-locally simply connected. 
For the concepts not defined here we refer the reader to [21]. 
We write X, for the fundamental grupoid, ~z x for the fundamental group at x, 
and J ,  :X. ~ 1I. for the induced 'homomorphism' of fundamental grupoids asociated 
to a continuous mapping f :X--~ Y. If 2 is a homotopy path-class with endpoints 
beg 2 =xl  and end 2 =x2 we write 2:Xl ~x2.  By the 'Homotopy lifting theorem', the 
set {'~t P*2 = ,l :xl ---+x2} of lifted homotopy path-classes defines a bijection .2 : fibx, 
fibx2 of the appropriate fibers by the rule 
2 .2 :=end2,  p ,2=2,  2 = beg,~_ 
Since 2. 2122 =(Y-/.1)" 22, we have the 'action' of the fundamental grupoid X, on 
the coveting space ..Y, and in particular, the transitive action of the fundamental group 
rcx on the fiber fibx with stabilizers 7r~ = p. lr  ~, 2Efibx. The actions of the funda- 
mental groups zr x' and 7r x2 are isomorphic. Indeed, let 2,ct=2-1ct2, ctETr xl. Then 
(.2, 2. ) : (fibx,, 7z x' ) ~ (fibx2, ~z x2 ) is an isomorphism in Aetr. 
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3.2. The voltage space 
That graph-coverings can be studied by means of voltages was first observed by 
Gross and Tucker in the 1970s. This was later extended to graph-bundles introduced 
by Pisanski and Vrabec [24]. We here give a brief outline of how the combinatoriali- 
sation of coverings can be generalized to 'arbitrary' topological spaces. We keep our 
terminology more or less consistent with that of [9]. 
A voltage space (X,L, 3v', v) on a topological space X (with nice connectivity proper- 
ties as above) is defined by an action of a group 3¢ ~ on a set L and a 'homomorphism' 
v:X,  ~ ~,  that is an assignment 2 ~ v~ satisfying 
v~ ~2 = v2~ v22, end 21 -- beg 22. 
The group ~¢r is called the voltage group and v~ is the voltage of the homotopy 
path-class 2. Since concatenation of homotopy path-classes implies the multiplica- 
tion of voltages, it follows that any trivial homotopy path-class has the trivial voltage 
and inverse path-classes carry inverse voltages. The restriction of the voltage assign- 
ment Vx : 7r x ~ ~ e~, Vx(~) = v~, is a group homomorphism and the image 3e"x :_ Vx(Trx) is 
called the local voltage group at x. The induced isomorphism 2, : nXl ~ zrx2 projects 
to 2#, :~ x~ ~ ~e ~x2, 2#,(v)= v-~lvv~, which extends to an inner automorphism of ~/'. 
If the voltage group is effective we speak of a monodromy voltage space, with the 
permutation voltage space as its 'canonical' representative, and if the voltage group 
is regular we speak of a regular voltage space. To define a voltage space on X we 
only need to assign voltages to the generators of the fundamental group such that the 
defining relations are satisfied. This local definition extends to the whole fundamental 
grupoid, and we skip the details. If X is a CW-complex, a probably more convenient 
way is to assign voltages to the edges of the 1-dimensional subcomplex such that every 
two-dimensional face (the transversal of its 'boundary') has trivial voltage. 
A voltage space (X,L,~lf, v) is associated to a covering p:.~--*X if there exists 
a labeling d:k~L such that ~x----~lfib:fibx---+L (xCX)  are bijections and 
(d, v) : O?,X, ) ~ (L, ~U) is a 'morphism of actions', i.e. 
E(.~'/].) = f.~'. v2, -~ E fibbeg 2. 
This requirement asserts that the voltage group 'globally simulates' the action of 
the fundamental grupoid: indeed, the action of v2 represents the bijection ~- -~.  2 
since the permutation representation 2 E Sym 1L of £~J?.  2 is precisely the permutation 
~;. c Symr L. Note that (dx, Vx):(fibx, zr x) ---~(L,~IF x) is an epimorphism in Actr with fx 
a bijection. Therefore, ~//-x acts on L in the same way as lr x on fibx, modulo relabel- 
ing. Hence the covering is regular if and only if ~/-x has a normal stabilizer. It also 
follows that •x and rr x have the same local monodromy which is from now on de- 
noted by Mon x and can be thought of as being a subgroup of Mon ~'. The isomorphism 
(. 2, 2,)  : (fibx~, rr x~ ) ~ (fibx2, u x:) projects to the isomorphism (2, 2#,) : (L, ~x, ) 
(L, 3e"x2 ) in Actr. 
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Each covering projection gives rise to an associated voltage space, for instance to 
the permutation voltage space with bijective labelings of fibers being arbitrary and with 
voltages v;~ = 2 considered as elements of Sym rL. To each regular covering we can 
associate a 'canonical' regular voltage space (X, ~i/~, ~U,v) (ordinary voltages in the 
terminology of [9]) as follows. First note that the covering is regular if and only if 
the group CT(p) of covering transformations acts regularly (on the left) on each fiber. 
Hence each fiber can be labeled by elements of some (abstract) group ~/~CT(p) ,  
with the action of CT(p) viewed as left translation of ~ on itself. In turn, ~U~CT(p) 
can be taken as the voltage group, with the voltage action being the fight translation 
on itself, that is ~.(v)= vv;. 
Conversely, to every voltage space (X,L,~U,v) such that the local group Ux0 is 
transitive there exists a covering, determined up to equivalence of covering projections, 
to which this voltage space is associated. Indeed, i. ~ = i. Vxo(~) defines a transitive 
action of nx0 on L. By the 'Existence theorem for covering spaces' there is a covering 
with the prescribed action of rc x0 (see the first remark following Theorem 2.3), and the 
labeling of fibxo extends to )(. 
By means of voltages, certain topological problems can be reduced not only to 
algebraic but even to combinatorial ones. For example, when studying lifts of auto- 
morphisms. 
4. Lifting automorphisms 
Let p: f f~X be a covering projection of topological spaces as in the previous 
section. An automorphism (a self-homeomorphism) f E AutX is said to have a lift if 
there exists an automorphism f E Aut.~ such that the following diagram 
j7 
f 
X ,X  
is commutative. Lifts of automorphisms are therefore understood in a restricted sense 
(in general, a 'lift' is any continuous elf-mapping satisfying the diagram; it may 
not be an automorphism). On the other hand, in most interesting cases a 'lift' of an 
automorphism is necessarily a lift in the restricted sense. 
Let ~( f )  denote all the lifts of f .  Clearly, ~( id )=CT(p)  and £P(f)  is a coset 
of CT(p). From the general emma [21, Lemma 3.2] it follows that each lift of f 
is uniquely determined by its restriction on some arbitrary fiber fibx0 (even more: by 
the image of a single point Y0 Efibxo). In particular, the left action of CT(p) on )( 
is fixed-point free. From the general ifting criterion [21, Theorem 5.1] and the fact 
that the action of CT(p) is fixed point free, the necessary and sufficient condition for 
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f E AutX to have a lift is deduced easily. The condition can be rephrased in terms of 
actions of fundamental groups as follows. 
4.1. Lifting automorphisms and group actions 
Theorem 4.1. Let p :X  ~X be a covering projection and let fEAutX .  Then f 
has a lift i f  and only if the induced isomorphism f ,  : rc x° --, rc fx° is admissible with 
respect to the standard right action of  fundamental groups. Taking the restric- 
tion ~( f  ) --~ ~(f)l~% defines a bijective function ~Sf(f ) --* Isof.(fib,o, fibfxo)~o,~S.0 
(in particular, it is a group isomorphism of CT(p) onto Aut(fibxo ).~o ). Let 2:p  ~---~x0 
be an arbitrary homotopy path-class. Then 
= = . f ,2  , ~:Elsof.(fibxo,fibfxo)~Xo,~Sxo}. 
Proof. From the general theory of covering spaces [21] we know that f E AutX has a 
lift if and only if f ,  maps the stabilizer oe 0~<zr x° isomorphically onto some stabilizer 
of zrf~0. This is precisely the condition for f ,  to be admissible, by Theorem 2.3, and 
the first part is proved. 
Taking the restriction LP( f )~ ~(f)l~b~0 defines a bijective function because ach 
lift is completely determined by the image of one point. We now show that ~(f)[~bxo 
is precisely the set of f,-admissible bijections in Aet~. Let f E LP(f). Choose £E fibx 
and 2 :X~Xo arbitrarily. If )~ is a homotopy path-class tarting at ~, then j~). is the 
path-class over f ,2  starting at f£.  By rewriting f(end,~)= end f,)~ we obtain 
f(~. 2) --- f~. f,2. 
In particular, ~ =/[fibxo satisfes x(£. a) = x£. f ,7  for each a Erc x° and J E fibxo. This 
proves ~(f)lfibxo C-Isof.(fibxo,fibfxo)~Xo,~Sxo • T  show the converse inequality, let 
x:fibxo ~ fibfxo be an arbitrary bijection such that (x, f , )  is an isomorphism in Aetr. 
By Theorem 2.3 we have f ,  rc~ o= 7t~ o. Hence there exists f E d ( f )  such that fx0 = 
x£0. To see that flfibxo =x,  consider the composition ~-lflfibxo E Aut(fibx0)~xo. This 
composite bijection has a fixed point. Hence it must be the identity since the left ac- 
tion of the group of equivariant bijections is fixed point free by Proposition 2.7. This 
proves the second part. 
Finally, consider the equation f (£ .  2) -- f£ .  f ,2  where 2 is an arbitrary homotopy 
path-class from x = p£ to x0. Since f (£ .  )~) = x(J. 2) for some (unique) to, the above 
equation rewrites as f£  = x(£. 2). f ,2  -1. [] 
Choose 5o E fibxo, -~ E fibfxo arbitrarily and let fl E lrfxo satisfy f ,  nx o = fl-lrr~fl. Fur- 
ther, let 2 be an arbitrary homotopy path-class with beg 2 =xo. By Theorem 2.4 we 
can explicitly express the formula for the lifts in ~q~(f) as 
/~(~o • 2) =~.  ~A;~, ~ EN(rr;;)/~ t~ ~;.  
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For any pair of stabilizers n~,, n~2 there exists some 2:xl---~x2 such that ). .~, =r~ 2. 
Thus the two results of [6], generalized to 'arbitrary' topological spaces, follow imme- 
diately. First, f has a lift if and only if f*g~0 = )~*~i0 for some 2 : xo --~ fxo. Second, 
assume ~o is a characteristic subgroup. By the remark following Theorem 2.3, all 
automorphisms of X do have a lift. For instance, let the stabilizer be the commutator 
subgroup [nx0, nxo]; in this case, the (local) voltage group is the first homology group. 
Homological coverings of graphs have been extensively studied by Biggs [4]. See also 
[6, 8]. In view of Theorem 4.1 and the material developed in Section 2, a combinatorial 
approach to the lifting problem by means of voltage groups follows easily. 
4.2. Combinatorialization by voltages 
Let (X,L, ~/', v) be a voltage space, d//~< ~U a subgroup, f2 C_X be a nonempty subset 
and f E AutX. We say that the voltage space is (ql, f .)- invariant on f2 (see [16] for 
details), if, for each homotopy path-class 2 in X with both of its endpoints in f2, we 
have 
v;~E~// ,e~ vf.;E~//. 
If d// is the trivial subgroup we say that the voltage space is (1, f ,  )-invariant on f2. 
(A special case of this concept, occasionally called 'uniformity' - -  in the context of 
regular maps on surfaces with f2 corresponding to the set of vertices - -  can be found 
in [1,10,22].) If f2= {x} we say that the voltage space is (ql, f .)- invariant at x. Note 
that if the voltage space is (1, f .  )-invariant at some point x0, then it is (1, f.)-invariant 
at each point x E X. Hence instead of explicitly specifying the point, we just say that 
a voltage space is locally (1, f,)- invariant. 
That the voltage space is locally (1, f ,  )-invariant is equivalent to the requirement that 
#~ there exists an isomorphism j,#x . ~Ux ~ ~fx  of local groups defined by f~ (v~) = vf.~, 
E ~x. A part of the next theorem has already been observed for graph-maps using 
permutation and (canonical) regular voltages in [1,10,22]. We here give a full account 
in general. Its proof is mostly an application of Proposition 2.5. 
Theorem 4.2. Let (X,L, ~/',v) be a voltage space assigned to a covering p :X---~X. 
Consider the .following statements: 
(a) f E AutY has a lift. 
(b) For an arbitrary (but fixed) io E L there exists some j E L such that, for each 
ot E rt x°, we have io • v~ = io if  and only if j .  vf.~ =j.  
(c) The voltage space is locally (1 , f .  )-invariant and the induced isomorphism 
f,#,o : Uxo ~ ¢/~fxo is admissible for the action of  local groups. 
The statements (a) and (b) are equivalent and (a) follows from (c). I f  the local 
groups act effectively, then (c)follows from (a). In general, (c)follows from (a) if 
we (beforehand) require that the voltage space is locally (1, f . )-invariant. 
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Proof. Part (b) is equivalent to that of f .  taking the stabilizer he0 isomorphically 
onto some stabilizer n~,, and the equivalence of (a) and (b) follows. That (a) follows 
from (c) is clear from the definition of local invariantness, Proposition 2.5(a) and 
Theorem 4.1. The question when (c) follows from (a) is handled by Proposition 2.5(b) 
and 2.5(a), respectively. [] 
Corollary 4.3. Let the cover&g be regular. Then f has a lift precisely when, for each 
E nxo, we have that v~ belongs to the pointwise stabilizer ~/-~o f the local group 
if and only if vf. ~ belongs to ~fxo. In particular, if the local group ~/-xo is effective 
(e.g., regular voltages), then f has a lift if and only if the voltage space is locally 
( 1, f .  )-invariant. 
Proof. The proof follows from Theorem 4.2(b) by taking into account hat the stabi- 
lizers n~ (5 E fibx) are all equal to the pointwise stabilizer of the fiber. [] 
Theorem 4.2 is difficult to apply. The condition in (b) can be tested just on the 
generators of n~ 0 and n~,, which can be obtained by projecting the generators of the 
fundamental groups ~0 and ~' .  How difficult is to construct the generators of these 
fundamental groups depends on the space in question. When transferring the liftability 
test to f#.xo as in (c) we are faced with two serious problems: first, f may have a lift 
even if f.#xo does not exist; and second, one must effectively perform the test for the 
local invariantness. This is done either by some ad-hoc methods or by constructing the 
generators of Ker Vxo and Ker Vfxo. With regular coverings and effective local groups 
this last problem reduces to that already disscussed above. As anticipated in Section 2, 
these problems can be avoided to some extent by actually using the permutation voltage 
space (assuming, of course, that the fundamental group is finitely generated and the 
covering finite-sheeted). Corollary 4.4 below follows directly from Proposition 2.6 and 
Theorem 4.1. 
Corollary 4.4. Let p : X ~ X be a covering projection and let 2 H v~ E Sym rL de- 
note the assignment of permutation voltages to homotopy path-classes of X. Then 
f C AutX has a lift if and only if the following system of equations has a solution 
in Sym rL 
Vet " "C ='C • V f .~,  O~ E ~Z x°. 
Finally, a few words about some formulas for the lifts in terms of voltages. Let Zx, f
denote the permutation representation i  SymlL of the restriction f[fib~, f E Aa(f). 
By rewriting the formula given in Theorem 4.1 we get 
~x,i (k)=%,f(k. v~). vj.~,, 
where ,~:x---*xo is arbitrary. In the case of permutation voltages the above 
formula rewrites as Zx, f = v~'Zxo,f" v-y. 1 (note that this multiplication should be done in 
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SymrL), and in the case of canonical regular voltages of regular coverings we have 
~x,/(v )= % ,/( v v~ )vj.~. 
It remains to determine {rxo,/ I rE  ~( f )} .  Choose io,jo EL arbitrarily and let 
fl E 7rfxo be as in the remark following Theorem 4.1. A short calculation shows that 
~xo,fi(io . v~) =jo . af.vf.~, where ot E rt x°, af. E N~/-,~o(~UjjfX°)vl~ fr t~fx° 
Jo ' 
which can be rewritten (or deduced irectly from Theorem 2.4) as Zxo,/(io • v)=j0 • 
^#~o a/ J .  (v), provided that f.#x0 exists. All choices for a/correspond to all liftings 5°(f). 
As a special case, let the covering be regular and the voltages canonically regular. Then 
Zxo,f(v~) =af.vf.~ where ~ E ~x0 and a /E  ~U, or Zxo,/(v)=aff~.~°(v) where af, v E ~.  
In the permutation voltage case (where the covering is arbitrary, but finite-sheeted, 
and the fundamental group is finitely generated) we only need to effectively solve the 
system of equations given in Corollary 4.4. 
4.3. Morphisms and isomorphisms of  coverings 
A morphism of a covering projection p :)( ~ X to a covering projection p/: ~,  ~ X' 
is a pair of continuous mappings J~ :.Y ~)~'  and f : X --~ X' such that p ' f  = fp .  From 
the general theory and Theorem 2.3 it follows, similarly as in Theorem 4.1, that a con- 
tinuous mapping f 'extends' to a morphism of coverings if and only if the induced 
homomorphism f .  : n x° ~ 7~ fx° 'extends' to a morphism of actions (fibxo, nx° ) ~ (fibfx0, 
rc fx'~) in Actr. When considering coverings over the same base space X=X ~ one 
usually takes f - - id .  In particular, the following holds (see the remark following 
Proposition 2.5). 
Theorem 4.5. The covering projections p : k ~ X and pl : f( '  ~ X are isomorphic if  
and only i f  there exists an equivariant isomorphism (fibx0, rrx°, • )~  (fibfx0, rc fxo, .),  and 
this is equivalent to saying that there is an equivariant isomorphism between the 
monodromies. 
This more general problem can be studied by means of voltages as well. We omit 
the details. Note, however, that not much can be said if the voltage groups are non- 
isomorphic. For the case of permutation voltages we immediately obtain, in view of 
Proposition 2.6, the result proved by Ezell [7], with further simplifications given by 
Skoviera if the spaces in question are graphs [27]. 
5. Lifting groups 
Without proof we briefly review some results of [ 16]. Let p" )( ~ X be a covering 
and let the group d~<AutX have a lift which we denote by .~<Aut,~. There is an 
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associated epimorphism p~ : ~---~ ~¢ defined by 5¢(f) ~ f .  Since Kerp~¢ = CT(p), 
the group s~ is an extension of CT(p) by d .  We would like to study this extension in 
terms of voltages and in particular, we would like to know when this extension splits. 
Let (X,L, V ,v )  be an associated voltage space. From the general theory we know 
that CT(p) ~ Aut(fibx0)~x0, and by the results of the preceeding sections it follows that 
CT(p) = Aut(L)¢~ -~ N(~iix)/~i x (see also [27]). In the case of permutation voltages 
we have CT(p) ~ C(~/rx), where C(~U x) is the centralizer of the local group. 
As for the split structure of CT(p) ---, f f~  s¢ in terms of voltages, our approach 
is the following. First of all, we require that the voltage space is at least locally 
(1,~¢,)-invariant (that is locally (1, f ,  )-invariant for each f E~¢) in order to have 
the 'projected' isomorphisms f,ex. Now let a nonempty subset f2 C_X be invariant for 
the action of ~¢ and let the local groups ~F "x be independent of x E O. Suppose further 
that for each f E ~¢ and f E £P(f) the isomorphisms ( f ,  f ,  ): (fibx, nx) ~ (fibfx, gfx) 
'project' to the automorphism (zf, f ,#)-~ x,f, J* J of (L, Ux) which is also indepen- 
dent of x E f2. Moreover, the assignments f ~ f,# and f ~ rf  should be group epimor- 
phisms ~¢ ~ ~¢#, ~<Aut f-x and f f~  Aut~,.(L)~, respectively. Then the epimorphism 
if---* Author. (L)f~ takes the group CT(p) isomorphically onto Aut(L)¢~ and so the fol- 
lowing diagram 
CT(p) , Aut(L)v-~ 
l l 
,Auto,. (L)~-.~ 
is commutative. It is easy to see that if Auto# (L)¢x is a split extension of Aut(L)¢x, 
then ~ is a split extension of CT(p). In this way, the original problem reduces to 
a problem regarding automorphisms of group actions, see Section 2. Clearly, to give 
sufficient conditions for the above extension to be split is the best one can hope for. 
Finding the necessary conditions eems to be much harder. 
In order to transfer the original problem to the one just described above, we have 
to impose several strong constraints on the voltage space assigned to the covering. 
To be locally (1, ~¢,)-invariant is not enough. In addition to this, the voltage space 
should be (o?/, ~¢, )-invariant on O relative to certain subgroups ~ ~< C and, moreover, 
it must satisfy certain 'reachability by voltages' conditions on O. (We say that the 
~-reachabil i ty on 0 holds, if, for every pair of points Xl,Xz E O, there exists a homo- 
topy path-class 2 :Xl ---~x2 in X such that vx E ~W.) In general, some other constraints 
(for instance, regarding the stabilizers of the local group) should be required as well. 
If the voltage group acts effectively, the above reachability and invariantness conditions 
reduce to 1-reachability and (1, sC,)-invariantness on O. As for regular voltages asso- 
ciated to regular coverings, the 1-reachability does hold since ~/-x= ~ for all x E X. 
It transpires that (1, d,)-invariantness on O is sufficient for the split extension lift of 
d in this case. 
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Theorem 5.1. Let ~/~<AutX and let 0 ¢ g2CX, ~(f2)= f2. I f  some regular voltage 
space (X,L, ~', v) associated to a regular covering p : X---~X is (1, ~/.  )-invariant on 
f2, then the group d lifts as a split extension ~ TM ~ >,~. s/, where 
~. : ~¢---~Aut7/ is defined by f~.(v~)=v f.;. (2 is an arbitrary homotopy path-class 
with both of its endpoints in f2). An isomorphism ~V >~. s / - -~  is given by 
( a, f ) ~--~ f a, where z f ( io ) = io " a ( io EL is an arbitrarily chosen 'point of reference'). 
There are two special results which we explicitly state as corollaries to Theorem 5.1. 
The first one is obtained if we require that the homomorphism ~* :~ ' - -+Aut  ~ is 
trivial. The second deals with the case when ~¢ fixes x0. By taking f2 = {x0} we have 
that local (1, d . ) - invar iantness  i  sufficient for the split extension lift; however, this 
is necessary and sufficient for ~/ to  lift at all, by Corollary 4.3. 
Corollary 5.2. Let the voltage group ~U associated to a regular covering p :X---~X 
act regularly. I f  vf.~ = v~ for each f E ~<AutX and each homotopy path-class 
2 with both of its endpoints in O, ~¢(~2)= f2, then ~¢ lifts as a direct product 
~ ~ x ~.  
Corollary 5.3. Let the covering p:k---~X be regular and let the group ~¢~<AutX 
have a fixed point. I f  s t  lifts, it lifts as a split extension of CT(p)  by s/. 
We remark that if X is a graph (and the automorphisms cellular), then Theorem 5.1 
is equivalent o an old result of  Biggs [3, Proposition 19.3]. Just take f2 to be the 
vertex-set and let the voltages be canonically regular. Theorem 5.4 below is a partial 
converse to Theorem 5.1. 
Theorem 5.4. Let p :k---~X be a regular covering and let d <~X have a lift which is 
a split extension of CT(p). Let 0 ~ f2 C_X, ~¢(f2)= f2. If~¢ acts semiregularly on f2, 
then there exists an associated canonical regular voltage space which is (1, ~¢.) -  
invariant on (2. 
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